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The primary opportunity we have is to stay the
course and continue to do what we do best –
protect, provide, and prioritize the needs of
our Crew, our partners and of course all of our
customers in the cold chain. That will not change.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

LARRY ALDERFER
My fellow Crew members, customers,
and partners,
It is a privilege to begin the role and duty of
President & CEO of United States Cold Storage.
Joining the company 22 years ago under
the leadership of David Harlan was the best
career decision I have ever made. Dave was a
remarkable CEO and a mentor to me. We are
fortunate he will continue to serve as an active
member of our Board of Directors, and provide
his extensive knowledge and insights.
The change from one CEO to another is
significant. Some people believe with change
comes concern. However, I truly believe that
change provides great opportunity.

What is changing is the cold chain industry itself.
It is changing quickly, therefore, we must commit
to focusing on future goals to positively affect and
protect our evolving food chain. I speak on behalf
of my extraordinary leadership team when I say
we are unreservedly developing the following
future-focused initiatives:
• Facility Innovation Initiative – the goal is
to pivot our facilities to be sustainable, stateof-the-art warehouses that set the standard in
food distribution. With our VP of Engineering,
Mike Lynch and Director of Automation, Chad
Bowen, leading the way, we aim to have an
automated facility in every market within three
years. Mike is also focused on further building on
our sustainability best practices, which include
solar arrays, renewable energy sources, microgrid technology, electric trailer spotters, and new
refrigeration methods...just to name a few.
• Crew Experience Initiative – the US Cold
Crew is our most essential asset. We have
longevity and loyalty and we genuinely care
about each other. Michelle Grimes, SVP of HR,
is committed to bringing a new focus to our
comprehensive HR programs including health
care programs, recognition programs, higher
education and training programs, and internal
advancement opportunities. Most recently
Michelle and her team launched US Cold’s
first-ever Corporate Responsibility Program,
offering our Crew opportunities to make the
world a better place through volunteering.
We will continue to spend time cultivating
our Crew relationships through regional and
interdepartmental meetings, strong training
programs like USCS University, at industry
events like the WFLO Institute and thru Road
Warrior opportunities.
• Customer Experience Initiative – our priority
is to protect our customer’s product, period. We
must always know where our customer’s product
is and get it to where it needs to be as efficiently,
timely and safely as possible. This is achievable
because of technology. Srini Gudipati, VP of

Information Technology, will continue designing
and developing digitally advanced systems
that increase visibility and transparency of our
customer’s product and gives them deeper data
access to make better decisions for their supply
chain. We are excited to have our new upgraded
and internally developed WMS, Phenix eWM,
already implemented in five facilities with plans
to increase that total to 20% of our warehouse
network by year end. This wouldn’t be possible
without the collaboration of multiple teams
across the company. Furthermore, our SVP of
Logistics, Keith Mowery, continues to advance
our ability to execute multi-vendor consolidation
programs, also known as ColdShare, which allows
USCS to further service our customers who are
challenged with changing consumer and
retail profiles.
• Driver Experience Initiative –supporting the
overall health and wellness of the carrier and
driver community continues to be a strategic
focus for US Cold. USCS established the Carrier
Care Council to act upon feedback received
from our Carrier Advisory Board and implement
innovative ways to improve the driver experience
at all USCS facilities. We are installing ‘Happy
or Not’ kiosks this year, which allow drivers to
provide feedback on their experience. We are
refreshing our driver reception areas to include
USCS branding, healthier food options and
real time information for drivers related to the
progress being made on the loading/unloading
of their trailer. We will review and enhance
the driver welcome and check-in process using
technology to make this as efficient as possible.
All these initiatives focus on improving the
driver experience at USCS and shows drivers we
recognize the challenges they face every day and
we appreciate the critical role they have in the
cold supply chain.
United States Cold Storage has come so
incredibly far since our founding 120 years ago.
I am proud of how much we have accomplished
and I am excited about the future of the company
and the opportunity to continue to serve and
support the cold chain industry.

Larry Alderfer
CEO
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EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT

CUSTOMER

JOSHUA
HOLI

NEWS

POWERFUL PARTNERSHIP!
USCS is proud to grow with CAULIPOWER, a fastgrowth, plant-based foods company.
Just three years ago in February, Los Angeles’
CAULIPOWER sold the company’s first CAULIPOWER
pizzas in 30 Whole Foods Markets on the West Coast.
Today, thanks to national distribution in more than
25,000 stores including Kroger, Walmart, Albertsons
Safeway, Whole Foods Market, Target, Sprouts and
CVS, CAULIPOWER celebrates the sale of more than 36
million pizzas.
In 2017, CAULIPOWER’s cauliflower-crust pizza
disrupted the frozen pizza market and since then, the
company has passed a few milestones. CAULIPOWER
became the 8th best-selling frozen pizza brand and the
No. 1 better-for-you pizza in 2019. CAULIPOWER also
has become the No. 1 gluten-free pizza since 2018.
In the last 18 months alone, CAULIPOWER entered
three new categories with the first-ever cauliflower
tortillas, new bread replacement Sweet PotaTOASTs and
cauliflower-coated chicken tenders. And interestingly,
CAULIPOWER chicken tenders have sold more than
half a million bags in their first three months
in market.
Last but not least BEVnet Inc., parent
to Natural, Organic, Sustainable and
Healthy (NOSH) media, named Gail
Becker as its 2019 “Person of
the Year.”
For its part,
United
States Cold
Storage is
proud to be a
service provider
to CAULIPOWER.
Since 2017, USCS
has provided
warehousing and
consolidated
less-thantruckload shipping
distribution (and
savings) to this
fast growing
company.
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Specifically, USCS provides nationwide consolidated
COLDshare distribution services for CAULIPOWER’s
growing line. USCS’ logistics group also provides
network analysis to help CAULIPOWER make optimal
supply chain decisions.
“It has been a pleasure working with CAULIPOWER from
the beginning and see the company grow so quickly,”
notes Jeff Kunneman, USCS Senior Manager of Business
Development. “We sincerely appreciate the partnership
and look forward to working with them closely for many
years to come.”
“USCS has been with us since we first launched and
having such a great distribution partner has been key
to supporting our rapid growth,” says Katie Lefkowitz,
CAULIPOWER’s Chief Operating Officer.
For her part, Founder & CEO Gail Becker doesn’t intend
to stop CAULIPOWER’s growth anytime soon. In a recent
three-year anniversary press release, she notes, “We
promised to reinvent people’s favorite foods one meal
hack at a time and we’re not going to slow down.
Who knows? We may even have another
innovation or two to announce in 2020.”
Becker then concludes, “We more
than doubled in size in 2019 and we
contributed a third of the dollar
growth in the frozen pizza category
even though we represent 2% of
the market. Our fourth year will
be bigger than our first three
combined.”

Here’s a story about where imagination
meets inspiration—and how far you can go
with initiative.
It’s the story of Joshua Holi, who works
in USCS’ Camden, NJ, headquarters as
Implementation Manager for USCS’ eWM
(Enterprise Warehouse Management)
system.
It’s a fascinating story—considering that it
was just six years ago that Holi just started
his career as a forklift driver at USCS
Bethlehem. Beforehand, back in 2014, he
worked at a glass tempering company in
nearby Easton, PA. That’s when a friend, a
warehouse supervisor at USCS Bethlehem,
told Holi about starting pay for company
forklift drivers.
Holi joined USCS in May 2014 and soon was
operating regular and high-reach forklifts.
All the while, he imagined what type of
control system recorded, tracked and
assigned all those products and pallets for
storage and shipment. Then, in the span
of just seven months, Holi’s imagination
became his inspiration to become more
involved in inventory control.
“Once I began learning operational
processes, I became curious about how so
many departments work in unison to run
facilities,” he says. “An inventory role gave
me the opportunity to learn more about
how USCS tracked and handled its products.
It also provided a base knowledge on our
WMS system and its functionality.”
“Inventory was a gateway to learning
WMS and this is what put me on a path to
becoming passionate about information
technology,” Holi continues. “I really enjoyed
exploring what the system could do. Part
of my personality is to work hard, stay
focused and enjoy myself. These qualities
fit well with managing projects. I can dial in
to get the job done, but also try to make the
process enjoyable.”
Whether he knew it or not, Holi’s growing
interest in WMS corresponded with USCS’

WORK HISTORY
July 2019-present:
Mar. 2018-July 2019:
Mar. 2017-Mar 2018:
June 2016-Mar. 2017:
Aug. 2015-June 2016:
Dec. 2014-Aug. 2015:
Aug. 2014-Dec. 2014:
May 2014-Aug. 2014:

eWM Implementation Manager, Camden, NJ
eWM Implementation Lead, Voorhees, NJ
Quality Assurance Analyst, Voorhees, NJ
Warehouse Lead, Bethlehem, PA
Lead of Inventory Control, Bethlehem, PA
Inventory Control, Bethlehem, PA
High-Reach Forklift Operator, Bethlehem, PA
Forklift Operator, Bethlehem, PA

EDUCATION
2017-2019: 		
Bachelor’s of Science; general studies with
			information technology concentration,
			
Southern New Hampshire University
2015-2017:		
Associate’s Degree, Northampton
			Community College
growing demand for an entirely new
internet-based system (eWM) that’s
both more integrated and interactive
with real-time data.
Meanwhile, Holi’s roles continued
to evolve. He earned promotions
as Lead of Inventory Control,
Warehouse Lead and then Quality
Assurance Analyst. At the same
time, he showed initiative, went to
college full time and graduated last
year with a bachelor’s of science degree in
general studies with an information technology concentration. This
January, Holi even started a master’s degree program in information
technology with a concentration in software application.
It was in 2018 that USCS tapped Holi for a role as eWM
Implementation Lead and then he was promoted once again to eWM
Implementation Manager last July.
“My role now involves overseeing two WM rollout teams,” he says.
“We do software testing and travel to USCS facilities to execute
system conversions from the current WMS to eWM. I also participate
in system design, development and other eWM project phases.
“I like the mixture of technical and operational aspects in this role,”
Holi adds. “I can work with forklift drivers at a warehouse, software
developers offshore, and senior managers here at corporate. We get
to interact with everyone, so it really helps to see a project from all
perspectives and how it affects each role in the company.”
Among those encouraging Holi is Andrew Pavlicin, USCS Continuous
Improvement Manager.
“Josh has always had an incredibly high motor and ability to handle
complex tasks,” notes Pavlicin. “Although this is impressive, I think
what has really intrigued me has been Josh’s growth as a leader.
Josh has been able to quickly foster and develop a large team that
is capable of challenging system implementations. Josh’s recent
development leads me to believe that the sky is the limit for him!”
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DYNAMIC DECISION MAKING

MISSION: CRITICAL

USCS embraces digital transformation,
leverages data science as a new tool.

United States Cold Storage kicks off 2020
with renewed commitment to Corporate
Social Responsibility.

They say that information and
knowledge—is power. Yet in the end,
it’s only a tool to make better decisions.
And if that information (and supporting
data) isn’t understood or it’s not applied
correctly, it loses value.
Welcome to 2020. Not only is it a new
decade but USCS is entering a new
era of digital transformation—where
officials will use data science and
machine learning in entirely new ways, says Srini
Gudipati, Vice President of Information
Technology (IT).
For the record, Wikipedia defines data science
as “an inter-disciplinary field that uses scientific
methods, processes, algorithms and systems to
extract knowledge and insights from structured
and unstructured data. Data science is related to
data mining and big data.”
Hal Varian, Chief Economist at Google and UC
Berkeley professor of information sciences,
business, and economics, also is quoted on
the subject.
“The ability to take data — to be able to understand
it, to process it, to extract value from it, to visualize
it, to communicate it — that’s going to be a hugely
important skill in the next decades,” he said.

More than anything else, Gudipati
believes digital transformation—
including data science—will
be that innovative tool to help
USCS executives make critical
decisions faster with more and
better information. Moreover,
every area of the company—from
operations, logistics and even
human resources—can benefit.
04
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USCS has a long history of donating time, talent
and financial resources to the communities in
which its employees live and work. Yet 2020
promises even more exciting changes in this area.

“We want to accelerate business decision making
with real-time intelligence and improve our key
performance indicators to generate additional
revenue and savings,” he says. “In 2020, USCS’ IT
team will be working closely with all business units
to identify problems that can only be solved with
the help of emerging technologies such as data
science and machine learning. Complex modelling
algorithms will provide prescriptive foresights to our
business leaders to make good decisions.”
Gudipati shares some real-life examples. For
starters, he says, USCS is building a simulation
model on warehouse turn times. A machine learning
model would first generate recommendations.
Subsequently, operations managers could use those
foresights to apply “what-if” scenarios to predict
opportunities and improve on-time delivery rates.
Gudipati expects USCS to develop at least three
comprehensive simulation models in 2020 to help
operations managers make faster decisions. One of
these three programs will involve a simulation model
related to labor productivity predictions.
Gudipati says it was last year when USCS developed
a strategy for digital transformation and partnered
with data science companies to execute certain
business transformation projects now in 2020. He
adds that USCS’ IT department is also excited to add
a new pillar and build its own digital talent for driving
future business transformation projects.

A diverse, multi-functional group of employees
began meeting in spring 2019 to design and build
a formalized, comprehensive Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) program. This approach is
based on the belief that CSR is an essential tenet
of the USCS mission and business plan and that
these core values and commitments should be
integrated in all aspects of our business—at
every level.
“At United States Cold Storage, we commit to
serving all our stakeholders. This includes taking
care of our employees and running our business
in a socially responsible way,” says USCS President
& CEO Larry Alderfer. “We make these promises to
secure the success of USCS, the wellbeing of our
employees and a future of strong communities.”
Non-Profit Partners
To fulfill our pledge to help create stronger
families and communities, USCS has adopted two
national non-profits whose missions align with our
core values: The YMCA and The American
Cancer Society.
USCS employees at locations nationwide
can choose to support these two non-profit
organizations as a way of connecting with coworkers through shared philanthropic goals. USCS
locations will also continue to serve other nonprofits in their communities that reflect their local
values, networks and culture.

Sustainability Goals
Corporate Social Responsibility includes
sustainability, and in honor of our promise
to sustainability, USCS is making changes
both large and small. One change includes
gradually eliminating non-biodegradable
office products—such as plastic cups, utensils,
and coffee stirrers—and replacing them with
environmentally friendly alternatives.
USCS is working with our parent company
John Swire & Sons (JS&S) to align our goals and
objectives in the area of sustainability. The
goal is to formulate a strategic and tactical
Sustainable Development Strategy to ensure this
alignment and its success.
“Sustainability focuses on meeting the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their needs,” notes
USCS Vice President, Engineering Mike Lynch.
“Through a broad, multifaceted approach to
sustainability, the social, environmental, safety,
and economic requirements of our Company will
be achieved”
USCS was eager to share this good news and
in February, the company launched a new
Corporate Social Responsibility page on its
website featuring stories and photos to illustrate
the impact of its strengthened CSR initiative.
In early 2021, the company will publish
a complete report showing measurable
impact, employee involvement and financial
contributions. USCS hopes to create a
conversation around Corporate Social
Responsibility with customers, the community,
and current and future employees.
“Integrating social impact into our company
mission is an intentional plan that serves all
stakeholders,” adds USCS Sr. Vice President,
Human Resources Michelle Grimes. “Meanwhile,
it also helps attract and retain USCS’ next
generation of diverse and talented employees.”
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INITIATIVE FOR

SAFETY

INNOVATORS GRAND PRIX, THE RACE TO SAFETY
What is the Innovator’s Grand Prix?
It is a Company-wide, site specific safety challenge engaging
each warehouse to complete required, recommended, and selfdetermined initiatives. Each individual warehouse is a participant and
will be awarded points based on various activities that focus on:
• Occupational safety
• Food safety
• Health
• Process safety
• Security
• Sustainability

Why the Innovator’s Grand Prix?
It will challenge each warehouse to focus on different areas
of health and safety that provide value to all USCS ColdCrew
members. The goal is to:
• Reduce Incidents leading to harm
• Increase proactive safety initiatives
• Achieve ColdCrew buy-in and participation
• Improve ColdCrew moral
• Strengthen warehouse safety culture

How will the warehouses be awarded points?
Each warehouse will track completed tasks using various
systems such as:
• Email
• iAuditor
• Systematic (HITT’s, PerfPlus)
How will the warehouses know their score and place?
All tracking will be entered monthly into a Tableau virtual warehouse. This will
be considered the game board. Each location will be designated by a forklift,
which will move through the warehouse “track” as points are received.

How will winners be awarded?
Each region will have a quarterly winner, which will be the location that
has received the most points for that quarter. For quarterly winners
the points will reset to zero after the winner is announced. The
final year-end winner will be based on all the points received for the
complete contest period.

Winners will be awarded according to the
following schedule:
• Quarter 1 - Feb- March - Announced in April
• Quarter 2 - April- June - Announced in July
• Quarter 3 - July- September - Announced in October
• Final Year End Winner - Announced in January 2021

What will the winners receive?
Quarterly winners will receive a prize selected by the safety
committee at each winning location. Some examples include:
• Luncheon for all associates
• Swag items for all associates

Only one location companywide will be named the year end Innovator
Grand Prix Winner. First place will be the site which is the leader at
the end of 2020. They will receive a large celebration with senior
management attendance, Innovator Grand Prix trophy, winner banner
and a swag gift selected by the location’s safety committee.

Ready, Set, Start your Engines!!!
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LOGISTICS &

TRANSPORTATION
LOUNGE WIZARDS
It’s not magic. Here’s how USCS takes
thoughtful steps to improve driver lounges,
overall experience.

Expect a warm welcome
and fond farwell from 3 year
veteran Tomethy Williams
(Tomeka) McDonough, GA
Plenty of room to relax, grab a free
coffee, or watch a game on the TV

There’s a saying about human behavior. You are
taking the “high road” if you choose to think and
act in an honorable way and do the right thing—
as compared to the opposite.
Here’s a case where USCS is doing the right thing
and helping truck drivers at times when they
are not on the road at all. It’s a coast-to-coast
program to meet, greet and actively welcome
those drivers who are either dropping off or
picking up shipments at USCS warehouses.
And the whole program focuses on a place
that gets little recognition—but perhaps is one
of the more important elements to any driver
experience: the driver’s lounge.
“USCS has always known the importance of
drivers in the cold supply chain,” says Keith
Mowery, Senior Vice President of Logistics. “In
2018, we launched a Carrier Advisory Board and
since then, we’ve solicited feedback from this
group about what’s important to drivers and how
USCS can be more ‘driver friendly.’ We’ve used
this feedback to develop and roll out specific
initiatives, including ‘Happy or Not,’ a service
that allows us to survey drivers and get real-time
feedback about their
USCS experience.
There’s also a
2020 initiative
to measure
and evaluate
turn times in
a manner that
more accurately
reflects overall
driver satisfaction.”
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Mowery notes that by the end of 2019, more
than 20 USCS sites implemented ‘Happy or Not’
kiosks and he expects all sites will implement
this service by the second quarter of this year.

Mowery notes that USCS
McDonough 2 (Atlanta area)
is the first location where
USCS is branding the driver
lounge to help drivers
associate USCS facilities
with superior warehouse
performance. He adds that
USCS Lebanon (IN) also has
provided USCS logo shirts
to shipping and receiving personnel
to ensure a professional look when
drivers arrive.

Large screen TVs provide
entertainment and load status

He continues, “This is the right thing to do.
Society tends to take over-the-road truck drivers
for granted. Many don’t realize the impact
drivers have on the overall US economy—as
everything we use was on a truck at some point.
We want to show drivers that we appreciate
them and we realize their importance.”
Mowery already credits many facilities for
providing unique options in driver lounges.
These include providing free coffee and healthier
food options to even dog treats to mobile phone
charging stations. There also are TV monitors
in the driver lounge with real-time information
about turn-time performance for that day; as
well as real-time updates about the loading or
unloading of specific loads.

Mowery shares yet another real-life story.
“After we installed, ‘Happy or Not’, we were able
to recognize a Shipping and Receiving clerk in
McDonough and her ability to be welcoming and
friendly to drivers,” he notes. “She showed all
of us how important that position is—in being
the ‘face of USCS’ to truck drivers. Her ability
to make drivers smile and feel welcomed was
quickly brought to the surface from the feedback
we saw from ‘Happy or Not’. We all are proud of
Tomeka Williams and the difference she makes
every day for truck drivers!”
Mowery says USCS’ efforts have had a positive
effect with drivers. They appreciate the
opportunity to provide feedback in addition to
the revamped lounges that provide a clean, fresh
atmosphere.

Stop by and
grab a treat
for your pet

“This differentiates USCS,” Mowery concludes.
“We want drivers to prefer coming to a USCS
facility and share their experience with other
drivers. Many people say drivers were the first
‘social networking’ group. We know that word
travels fast in the driving community, so we want
that to be used positively for USCS.”
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USCS EXPANDING CHICAGO-AREA SITE
United States Cold Storage expects by summer 2021 to complete a final, Phase 6 expansion at its Minooka, IL,
refrigerated warehouse. This location is one of USCS’ largest and busiest to serve both regional and nationwide
distribution customers.

uscold.com

